Annex to the reasons for the submission to the Milestone Program

Beginning of the translation: Fourth column, paragraph “Die Harmonie der Sphären”

The Harmony of the Spheres

Subsequent to yesterday’s published article about the radio concert from Königs Wusterhausen (L.P.) which could be heard free of charge over wireless by a few enthusiasts in their telephony stations, the Radio Post (J.W.), which listens in Luxembourg to the Harmony of the Spheres, reported to us: yesterday afternoon all radio operators had the enviable pleasure of listening to a second World Concert.

The Marconi Company in England started on 15th June by broadcasting the voice of Miss Nelly Melba over the air. Germany did not want to lag behind and gave a second radio concert yesterday from 2 to 3 o’clock in the Main Radio Station, Königs Wusterhausen, which could be received by all radio stations within a range of several hundred kilometres. It was a pure Christmas concert. Among others the evergreen Christmas song “Silent Night, Holy Night” and the Wedding March from the opera “Tannhäuser” were beautifully played. The receivers faithfully reproduced the tones and it sounded like music from the spheres. The spokesman had announced the concert on Monday afternoon so that the numerous listeners were prepared. It was unfortunate that Paris F.L. belted into the nice melodies with its “Météo France” at 2.15 pm.

L.P. gives a daily broadcast from the Wolff Bureau at 12.10 pm with the spokesman dictating the latest news to the correspondents. In England wireless concerts are given, in France tests with radio telephony are being made, and soon the same will happen in Luxembourg.

Radio Post J. W.